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the dec. 26 test followed the august test which was itself a replay of a test conducted by japan in september 2017. washington also claimed that the sept. 2017 test was a violation of the inf treaty and used it as the basis of its withdrawal from the agreement on nov. 2. u.s.
defense secretary jim mattis has said that washington remains open to either a bilateral or multilateral treaty if russia takes concrete steps toward reducing its inf weapons. u. secretary of state mike pompeo has said washington has no plans to negotiate a new treaty. the
failure of the bilateral talks has left washington in a position where it must begin to develop u.s. own missile defenses. pompeo has said it is far too early to say how the united states will respond to russia’s december test. experts say russia still views the inf treaty as a
sufficient deterrent to u.s. nuclear weapons. they also say moscow will continue its conventional military buildup without fear of u. countermeasures. ground-launched cruise missiles: range 800-3,400 km and a cruise range with a fixed target with a maximum range of 3,400
km. the treaty also banned such ground-launched cruise missiles with a range of more than 500 km. nuclear-armed icbms: were limited to a maximum range of 3,400 km with a maximum flight time of 30 minutes and a maximum payload of between 500 and 1,500 kg. the
soviets at the time had 2,831 of these ballistic missiles. in december 2014, the united states announced a new policy for the us defense budget, requesting that congress eliminate some of the excessive spending on the f-35 program and reinvest the savings in additional
developmental and operational modernization of existing forces, including the navy.
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the australian government said on dec. 12 that the newly declared u.s. and australian forces deployed in australia in november to deter an expected iranian attack are not meant to target and are focused on regional threats. australian prime minister scott morrison has said
on dec. 11 that the deployment of australian and u.s. forces to the middle east was not intended to provide direct military support to the united states. the high-level working group, which started work in may, is to look at the treaty’s five nuclear weapons-related text, three
legal issues, two technical concerns, and an urgent issues that need attention, according to the u.s. state department. the four other working groups, which began working in late 2019, are tasked to tackle the treaty’s review conference agenda. the review process is a major
step in ensuring the npt continues to serve as a “vital treaty” with nuclear weapons states, according to brett mcgurk, the special envoy to the npt since 2014. the united states, which has dominated the treaty since it was first negotiated in 1968, launched its formal pullout
from the treaty in august, claiming that russia had violated the agreement by maintaining a ground-based cruise missile system with a 500 kilometer range banned by the accord. u.s. officials argued that under the pact, the united states must come forward with a ban on

any ground-based cruise missile that can be fired using at least one launcher with a range greater than 310 kilometers. in august, the pentagon announced plans to develop and test a ground-launched, intermediate-range cruise missile, something russia has warned
repeatedly violates the inf treaty. u.s. officials since early this year have assured lawmakers and the public that the pentagon’s plan was not in violation of the treaty. 5ec8ef588b
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